
Successful Habits
By Heidi Crosby, CPA, CIA, CHFP

T
his week I thought how, with good time management, we can make 

the successful accomplishment of our ever-increasing workload 

appear to be effortless to others. Everything seemingly comes 

together at the right time and right place. Although it may appear 

effortless, it is not. It takes planning, and the development of good habits 

refined over time, to achieve success.

Stephen Covey, a successful author and consultant, was baffled by his own 

success. He said he was simply telling people what they already knew—the 

efficacy of good behavior. All people had to do was form habits out of their best 

instincts, he said, and called his seven nuggets of knowledge “natural laws,” like 

gravity. They are:

 • Be proactive

 • Begin with the end in mind

 • Put first things first

 • Think “win-win”

 • Seek first to understand, then to be understood

 • Synergize

 • Sharpen the saw, that is, undergo frequent self-renewal

While for some these are just words on a page, they have been instrumental in my 

successes, and have helped me to define my concept of success.

How do you define success? Everyone’s definition is unique. What habits have you 

formed, and will they lead you toward success?

My story starts 15 years ago. I was a partner at a public accounting firm in New 

York City, and I had just married a wonderful man. I felt I had achieved a certain 

level of success in my personal and professional lives. My husband lived in a 

different state, so I picked up my life and moved to be with him. I had dealt with 

changes in my life before; this was just another change.

I knew I had the support of my husband, but the new job, at a new firm, with new 

clients, new everything, that was a little concerning. I was able to effectively juggle 

many competing priorities and meet tight deadlines while at my old firm. I’ll just 

roll those habits over to the new firm and I will be all set, I thought. I had myself 

convinced. How hard could it be?

Yeah, right!

I was still relatively new to the firm when I became the lead on an existing—

and unsatisfied—client. The prior audit teams had not met deadlines set by 

management, and I was determined to turn that around. Think “win-win.”

I met with the CFO and Controller to understand their issues with the audit 

process in the past, and I met with my audit team for the same reason. Seek first to 

understand.
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With the assistance of the client’s management, I ascertained 

the deadlines and deliverable timelines. Be proactive.

I developed an audit plan specifically designed to meet 

the client’s deadlines. I started from the deadline and 

worked backwards to determine the start date, timing of 

deliverables, etc. Begin with the end in mind.

Doing well so far.

Four weeks into the audit, we had dealt with all the issues 

as they came up and came to agreement on all matters. The 

report was written and I had sent the email delivering the 

report to the pre-issuance reviewer at my firm.

As I shut down my computer to call it a night, I got an 

email auto reply from the review team stating that due to 

unplanned illnesses they would not get to my report in the 

normal two-day turnaround, but rather it would be four 

days. I was going to miss the client deadline! It was late, 

so I decided, rather than call the engagement partner, I 

would schedule an appointment with him in the morning to 

discuss how we could work through the latest hurdle.

The partner and I put our heads together and came up with 

a plan. Synergize.

As Covey explains, and simply put, synergy means that two 

heads are better than one. Synergy is experienced through 

the habit of creative cooperation. It is teamwork, open-

mindedness and the adventure of finding new solutions 

to old problems. But it doesn’t just happen on its own. It’s 

a process, and through that process people bring all their 

personal experience and expertise to the table.

Together, people can produce far better results than they 

could individually. Synergy lets us discover jointly things 

that we are much less likely to discover by ourselves. It 

is the idea that the whole is greater than the sum of the 

parts.

I took the lessons from this experience and rolled them into 

future successes at work. Sharpening the saw.

Success! How do you define success? 

Everyone’s definition is unique. What 

habits have you formed and will they 

lead you toward success?

We hope AHIA is part of your  

formula. NP

Heidi
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